
ON INFINITE TERMS HAVINGA DECIDABLE MONADIC THEORYDidier Caucalcaucal@irisa.frIRISA{CNRS, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes, FranceAbstract. We study a transformation on terms consisting of applyingan inverse deterministic rational mapping followed by an unfolding. It-erating these transformations from the regular terms gives a hierarchyof families of terms having a decidable monadic theory. In particular,the family at level 2 contains the morphic in�nite words investigatedby Carton and Thomas. We show that this hierarchy coincides with thehierarchy considered by Knapik, Niwi�nski and Urzyczyn: the families ofterms that are solutions of higher order safe schemes. We also show thatthis hierarchy coincides with the hierarchy de�ned by Damm, and recent-ly considered by Courcelle and Knapik: the families of terms obtainedby iterating applications of �rst order substitutions to the set of regularterms. Finally, using second order substitutions yields the same terms.
1 IntroductionA general approach to check properties of a �nite system is to express theseproperties by formulas, that can be decided on the generally in�nite structuremodeling the behaviour of the system. We focus on monadic second order for-mulas and the systems we consider are the higher order schemes [In 76], [Da 82]and the deterministic pushdown automata with multi-level stacks [En 83].A simple way to show the decidability of the monadic second order theoryof a given graph is to obtain the graph from a �nite graph using basic graphtransformations that preserve the decidability of the monadic theory. We onlyuse two graph transformations. The �rst transformation is the unfolding of agraph from a given vertex [CW 98]. For instance, the unfoldings of �nite graphsare the regular trees (having only a �nite number of non isomorphic subtrees)whose each node is of �nite out-degree. Therefore, these trees have a decidablemonadic theory; it is the case in particular for the complete in�nite binary tree[Ra 69]. The second graph transformation is given by a �nite automaton overlabels [Ca 96]. Precisely, a rational mapping h associates to each label a a rational



language h(a) (over labels and barred labels for moving by inverse arc). And weapply h�1 to a graph G to get the graph h�1(G) having an arc s a�! t whenthere is a path s u=) t in G for some word u in h(a). This graph transformationpreserves the decidability of the monadic theory: it is a noncopying monadicsecond-order de�nable transduction in the sense of [Co 94]. This transformationhas a maximality property: starting from the regular trees, we get the samegraphs that we can get by monadic de�nable transductions [Ba 98] : the pre�x-recognizable graphs [Ca 96].By alternate repetition of unfoldings and inverse rational mappings from the�nite trees, we get a hierarchy of tree families and a hierarchy of graph familiesthat have a decidable monadic theory. At level 0, the tree family is by de�nitionthe set of �nite trees, and the graph family is the set of �nite graphs. At level 1,the tree family is the set of regular trees, and the graph family is the set of pre�x-recognizable graphs. At higher levels, the tree family and the graph family havenever been studied. However for two related hierarchies of (families of �niteand in�nite) terms, the decidability of the monadic theory has been shown.The �rst one classi�es the solutions of higher order safe schemes [KNU 02]. Thesecond one is obtained by iterating �rst order substitutions starting from regularterms [CK 02]. As terms are deterministic trees, we restrict our hierarchy of treefamilies by using only deterministic rational mappings from terms to terms, andstarting from the regular terms. The family at level 2 contains all the morphicin�nite words [CT 00] (Proposition 3.2). Then, we show that the three hierarchiesof term families are equal (Theorems 3.3 and 3.5). In particular, we describepaths in lambda graphs of [KNU 02] by giving directly a deterministic rationalmapping. And we show that the evaluation of �rst order substitutions in [CK 02]is essentially an inverse deterministic rational mapping followed by an unfolding.Furthermore we show that the evaluation of second order substitutions can bedone by applying two inverse deterministic rational mappings each being followedby an unfolding (Proposition 3.4).2 A hierarchy of tree familiesWe present two basic graph transformations that preserve the decidability of themonadic theory: the unfolding and the inverse rational mapping. Iterating thesetransformations gives a hierarchy of graph families, and especially a hierarchyof tree families.Let IN be the set of nonnegative integers. For any n 2 IN, we denote [n] =f1; : : :; ng with [0] = ;. For any set E, we denote jEj its cardinal and 2E itspowerset. Let L� be the free monoid generated by any set L of symbols, calledletters. Any word u 2 L� of length juj 2 IN is a mapping from f1; : : :; jujg into Lrepresented by u(1): : :u(juj) = u. The word of length 0 is the empty word ".For any word u, Occ(u) := f u(i) j i 2 [juj] g is its set of letters.Let L be a countable set of symbols for labelling arcs. A simple, oriented andarc labelled graph G is a subset of V �L�V where V is an arbitrary set and such



that its label setLG := f a 2 L j 9 s; t; (s; a; t) 2 G g is �nitebut its vertex setVG := f s j 9 a; t; (s; a; t) 2 G _ (t; a; s) 2 G g is �nite or countable.Any (s; a; t) of G is a labelled arc of source s, of target t, with label a, and is iden-ti�ed with the labelled transition s a�!G t or directly s a�! t if G is understood.For instance, the �nite graph fr b�! p ; p a�! s ; p b�! q ; q a�! p ; q b�! sg hasp; q; r; s for vertices, and has a; b for labels, and is represented by the leftmost�gure in Figure 2.2. A vertex s is terminal if it is source of no arc. We writes P�!G with P � L if there is s a�!G t for some a 2 P and t 2 VG . We denoteGjW := f s a�!G t j s; t 2 W g the restriction of a graph G to a subset W . Anyword s0a1s1: : :ansn such that n � 0 and s0 a1�! s1 : : : sn�1 an�! sn is a path froms0 to sn labelled by w = a1: : :an , and we write s0 w=)G sn or directly s0 w=) sn ifG is understood. We say that a vertex r is a root of G if every vertex is accessiblefrom r: 8 s 2 VG; 9 w ; r w=) s. We denote Path(G) the path language of G,and L(G; I; F ) the path labels from a set I to a set F :L(G; I; F ) := f w j 9 s 2 I; 9 t 2 F; s w=)G t gFor instance taking the leftmost graph in Figure 2.2, its path labels from its rootto its terminal vertex is b(ba)�(a + bb). A trace of a graph is a path languagefrom and to �nite vertex sets. Recall that the traces of �nite graphs form the setRat(L�) := f L(G; I; F ) j jGj <1 ^ I; F � VG gof rational languages over L, and we denote Fin(L�) the family of �nite lan-guages over L. A graph is deterministic if distinct arcs with the same sourcehave distinct labels: if r a�! s and r a�! t then s = t. Recall that a graph is atree if it has a root r which is target of no arc, and every vertex s 6= r is targetof a unique arc. Any vertex of a tree is also called a node and any terminal nodeis a leaf. The subtree of a tree G at node s is the restriction Gjf t j 9w; s w=)tg ofG to the vertices accessible from s. A forest is a graph such that each connectedcomponent is a tree.We will present two known basic graph transformations preserving the graphisomorphism, and also the decidability of the monadic theory. Let us recall thenotion of graph isomorphism and the monadic theory of a graph.Given a binary relation R, we consider the graphR(G) := f s0 a�! t0 j 9 s a�!G t; s R s0 ^ t R t0 gof the application of R to G. We say that R(G) is isomorphic to G when R is abijection from VG to VR(G), and we write G ' R(G).To construct monadic second-order formulas, we take two disjoint countablesets: a set of vertex variables and a set of vertex set variables. Atomic formulashave one of the following two forms:x 2 X or x a�! ywhere X is a vertex set variable, x and y are vertex variables, and a 2 L.From the atomic formulas, we construct as usual the monadic second-order for-



mulas with the propositional connectives :;^ and the existential quanti�er 9acting on these two kinds of variables. A sentence is a formula without free vari-able. The set of monadic second-order sentences MTh(G) satis�ed by a graphG forms the monadic theory of G. Note that two isomorphic graphs satisfy thesame sentences: MTh(G) =MTh(H) if G ' H . Many articles concern the de-cidability of the monadic theory for in�nite graphs (see among others [Sem 84],[MuS 85], [Co 90], [Th 90] and [Th 97]).We present now two known graph transformations: the unfolding and the inverselabel mapping. The �rst transformation is to unfold a graph from all its vertices.The unfolding Unf(G) of any graph G is the following forest:Unf(G) := f ws a�! wsat j wsat 2 Path(G) ^ s a�!G t gThe unfolding Unf(G; I) of a graph G from a vertex subset I is the restrictionof Unf(G) to paths starting from vertices in I i.e.Unf(G; I) := Unf(G)jf su2Path(G) j s2I gIn particular Unf(G) = Unf(G; VG) and for any vertex s 2 VG , Unf(G; s) isa tree (a connected component of Unf(G)), called an unfolding tree of G. Forinstance, the unfolding tree from the root of the leftmost graph in Figure 2.2 isgiven by the middle representation. This tree is deterministic and is a regulartree : it has a �nite number of non isomorphic subtrees.Note that for any deterministic graph G, its unfolding Unf(G; r) from any ver-tex r is isomorphic to the following tree:Tree(G; r) := f u a�! ua j 9 s; r ua=)G s ^ a 2 L gwhere the isomorphism associates to any s0a1s1: : :ansn 2 Path(G) its labela1: : :an . The unfolding preserves the decidability of the monadic theory.Proposition 2.1 [CW 98] Given a graph G and a vertex s, we haveMTh(G) is decidable =) MTh(Unf(G; s)) is decidable.The second transformation is the inverse label mapping [Ca 96]. To move byinverse arcs, we take a new symbol set L := f a j a 2 L g in bijection with L.Any transition s a�!G t means that t a�!G s is an arc of G. We extend the existenceof a path w=) labelled by a word w in (L [ L)� : s "=) s and s aw=) t if there is rsuch that s a�! r w=) t. Given any relation h � L�(L[L)� of �nite domain i.e.a mapping from L into 2(L[L)� such that Dom(h) := f a j h(a) 6= ; g is �nite,the inverse mapping h�1(G) of any graph G by h is the following graph:h�1(G) := f s a�! t j 9 w 2 h(a); s w=)G t gand h is a �nite mapping (resp. rational mapping) when h(a) is �nite (resp.rational) for every a 2 L. For instance, starting from the tree of the middle rep-resentation of Figure 2.2 and by applying by inverse the �nite mapping de�nedby a 7! faabag ; b 7! faaag ; c ; d 7! faabaaag ; e 7! fa ab bbag, we getthe deterministic graph of the rightmost representation of Figure 2.2 .



b baa b Unf ba ba ba b h�1 e bd c abd c abd c abFigure 2.2 A root unfolding and an inverse �nite mapping.The inverse rational mapping preserves the decidability of the monadic theory.Proposition 2.3 [Ca 96] Given a graph G and a rational mapping h ,MTh(G) is decidable =) MTh(h�1(G)) is decidable.Starting from the �nite trees and by alternate repetition of inverse rationalmappings and unfoldings, we get a hierarchy of families of trees and a hierarchyof families of graphs having a decidable monadic theory. Precisely and for anygraph family F , we denote[F ] := f H j 9 G 2 F ; G ' H g the closure by isomorphism of FUnf(F) := [f Unf(G; s) j 9 G 2 F s 2 VG g]the unfolding trees, up to isomorphism, of graphs in FRat�1(F) := f h�1(G) j G 2 F ^ h : L�!Rat((L [ L)�) ^ jDom(h)j <1 gthe inverse rational mappings of graphs in F .Taking the set Tree0 of �nite trees, we consider the hierarchy (Treen)n�0 oftrees and the hierarchy (Graphn)n�0 of graphs, de�ned inductively on n � 0 asfollows:Graphn := Rat�1(Treen) and Treen+1 := Unf(Graphn)By Proposition 2.1 and 2.3,Sn�0Graphn is a family of graphs having a decidablemonadic theory.At level 0, by de�nition Tree0 is the family of �nite trees, and Graph0 is thefamily of �nite graphs whose their traces are the rational languages.At level 1, Tree1 is the family of regular trees of �nite degree (each node is nodeof a �nite number of edges). Let us describe the family Graph1 .The family Graph1 is the family of pre�x-recognizable graphs [Ca 96] : it is theset of pre�x transition graphs of labelled recognizable word rewriting systems,or equivalently the set of VR-equational graphs [Ba 98]. We get the graphs ofGraph1 by "-closure of the transition graphs of pushdown automata [MuS 85][Ca 90] with "-transitions. An important property is that the inverse rationalmappings applied to Tree1 to get Graph1 = Rat�1(Tree1) are su�cient toobtain all the graphs which are monadic interpretable on Tree1 (or only on thebinary tree) [Ba 98]. Note that Graph1 trace the context-free languages, and thetrees in Graph1 are all the regular trees. An extension of Graph1 to hypergraphshas been done in [LN 01] and [Bl 02].



At level n � 2, we have no general result of Graphn . However we have resultson hierarchies of families of deterministic trees, or more exactly of �nite andin�nite terms [Da 82], [KNU 01], [KNU 02], [CK 02], and we will compare thesehierarchies with (Treen)n � 0 restricted to terms.3 A hierarchy of term familiesWe restrict the previous hierarchy on tree families to a hierarchy of term families(Termn) obtained from the family of regular terms by iterated inverse determin-istic rational mappings with unfoldings. Any morphic in�nite word is in Term2(Proposition 3.2). We establish that the hierarchy (Termn) coincides with thehierarchy (Subn) of families of terms obtained from the regular terms by it-erated �rst order substitutions (Theorem 3.3). Then, we show that the termsobtained from the regular terms by iterated second order substitutions are theterms of the hierarchy (Proposition 3.4). Finally, we establish that the hierarchy(Termn) coincides with the hierarchy of families of terms that are solutions ofsafe schemes (Theorem 3.5).Let F be a set of symbols called functions, graded by a mapping % : F �! INassociating to each function f its arity %(f), and such thatFn := f f 2 F j %(f) = n g is countable for every n � 0.The set T (F ) of �nite terms is the smallest subset of F � such thatf 2 F ^ t1; : : :; t%(f) 2 T (F ) =) ft1: : :t%(f) 2 T (F )Particularly the constant set F0 � T (F ). Any �nite term, for instance fafgaawith %(f) = 2 , %(g) = 1 , %(a) = 0, is represented by a tree as shown by theleftmost representation of Figure 3.1 . The middle representation of Figure 3.1is simpler and usual. So we have to use vertex labelled graphs.A coloured graph is a graph with a vertex labelling in a �nite subset of F .Precisely, a coloured graph G := G [ cG is the union of a (uncoloured) graphG � V �L�V and a vertex labelling or colouring cG � V �F which is functional:jcG\fsg�F j � 1 for every s 2 V , such that its domain f s j 9 f; (s; f) 2 G g isthe vertex set VG ofG containing VG, and such that its image f f j 9 s; (s; f) 2 G gis �nite: each vertex has one colour from a �nite set. Any (s; f) 2 G is a vertexs labelled f and is also denoted sf . Note that the coloured graph f1ag has anempty uncoloured graph and the vertex labelling 1 7! a.Any path s0a1s1: : :ansn 2 Path(G) is now labelled by w = c(s0)a1c(s1): : :anc(sn)and we write s0 w=)G sn (or directly s0 w=) sn if G is understood) for a path froms0 to sn labelled by w. For instance, the path labels L(G; r; E) of the colouredtree G of Figure 3.1 from its root r to its set E of its leaves is the languageff1a; f2f1g1a; f2f2ag called the branch language of G [Co 83].We extend the unfolding and the inverse mapping to any coloured graph G :Unf(G) := Unf(G) [ f wsf j ws 2 Path(G) ^ sf 2 G gand h�1(G) := f s a�! t j 9 w 2 h(a); s w=)G t g[ f s h(f) 2 G j 9 a 9w 2 h(a) 9 t; s w=)G t _ t w=)G s g



where h is a mapping from L [ F into 2(L[L[F )� such that h(F ) � F ; so thevertices of h�1(G) are the vertices s of h�1(G) coloured by h(f) if s is colouredby f in G.For any coloured graph G and any vertex r, we also consider the unfoldingUnf(G; r) := Unf(G)jf rw j rw2Path(G) gof G from r, and a canonical representative for G deterministic is:Tree(G; r) := f u a�! ua j 9 s; r ua=)G s ^ a 2 L g [ f uf j r u=)G s ^ sf 2 G gWe also write Tree(G) := Tree(G; r) when r is the unique root of G.For instance, starting from the tree of Figure 3.1, we apply by inverse the �-nite mapping de�ned by 1 7! ff1a; f1g; g1f2f1ag , 2 7! ff2f; f2f1ag andx 7! x for any colour x 2 ff; g; ag, to get the coloured graph of the rightmostrepresentation of �gure below.or simplyf1 2a f1 2 ag1a
fa fg aa1 2 211 h�1Unf f1 22a f11 g

Figure 3.1 Tree representations and an inverse �nite mapping.Note that the rightmost graph of Figure 3.1 is a quotient of the tree: its rootunfolding is the tree. To represent terms and their quotients, we consider a re-striction of coloured graphs.A term graph is a deterministic coloured graph labelled in L = IN � f0g suchthat f i j 9 t; s i�! t g = f1; : : :; %(c(s))g for every vertex s.A general term graph is the graph ���!T (F ) of �nite terms, de�ned by���!T (F ) := f ft1: : :t%(f) i�! ti j f 2 F ^ t1; : : :; t%(f) 2 T (F ) ^ i 2 [%(f)] gS f (ft1: : :t%(f))f j t1; : : :; t%(f) 2 T (F ) ^ i 2 [%(f)] gand the maximal quotient Graph(t) of any �nite term t isGraph(t) := ���!T (F )j f s j t =) s gthe restriction of ���!T (F ) to its vertices accessible from t (the subterms of t).For instanceGraph(fafgaa) = f fafgaa 1�! a ; fafgaa 2�! fgaa ; fgaa 1�! ga ;fgaa 2�! a ; ga 1�! a g with the colouring c(fafgaa) = c(fgaa) = f , c(ga) = g,c(a) = a, and is represented by the rightmost �gure in Figure 3.1.A term tree is a term graph which is a tree, and we denote TermTrees the familyof term trees. Any �nite term t is identi�ed with the isomorphic class of the root-ed unfolding of the maximal quotient of t : Unf(Graph(t); t) = Unf(���!T (F ); t).



More generally, a term (�nite or in�nite) is the isomorphic class [G] of a termtree G whose a standard canonical representative is Tree(G). In particular, thecanonical representative of any �nite term t isTree(t) := Tree(Graph(t)) = Tree(���!T (F ); t)For instance Tree(fafgaa) = f " 1�! 1 ; " 2�! 2 ; 2 1�! 21 ; 21 1�! 211 ; 2 2�! 22 gwith the colouring c(") = c(2) = f , c(21) = g, c(1) = c(211) = c(22) = a.A well-known fact is that the family of the canonical (representatives of) termtrees Terms := f Tree(G) j G 2 TermTrees gis a complete partial order by taking 
 2 F0 and by using the following partialorder:G �
 H if G� VG f
g � H for any G;H 2 Termswhose the smallest element is f"
g and such that any increasing chain G0 �
: : : �
 Gn �
 : : : has a least upper boundsupn�0 (Gn) = (Sn�0Gn) [ f uf j 9m 8n � m; uf 2 Gn gFor instance and for any G 2 Terms , we de�ne its truncation Gn to the leveln � 0 byGn := Gj fu j juj�n g [ f uf 2 G j juj < n g [ f u
 j 9 f; uf 2 G ^ juj = n gto obtain an increasing chain G0 �
 : : : �
 Gn �
 : : : of least upper boundG. So any mapping h : T (F ) �! T (F ) which is monotoneTree(s) �
 Tree(t) =) Tree(h(s)) �
 Tree(h(t))is extended into a continuous function h : TermTrees �! Terms by de�ningfor any G 2 TermTrees and taking any 
 2 F0 � Im(cG)h(G) := supn�0 Tree(h(tn)) if no node is labelled by 
where tn is the unique �nite term with Tree(tn) = (Tree(G))n ; otherwise h(G)is unde�ned.As we want to produce only terms by inverse rational mappings with unfoldingsfrom terms, we can restrict to any rational mapping h preserving the determin-ism: G deterministic =) h�1(G) deterministicThis implication remains true if for each a 2 L, we restrict h(a) to its mini-mal pre�x subset of (F (L [ L))�F : for any �nite automaton recognizing h(a),we determinize it, then we do the synchronized product with the automatonf0g�F�f1g [ f1g�(L [ L)�f0g of initial state 0 and of �nal state 1, and thenwe remove any arc which is source of a �nal state. So we may assume that foreach a 2 L, h(a) is recognized by a �nite deterministic automaton (A; �; T ) suchthat each �nal state (in T ) is terminal (source of no arc), and its initial state� 2 P := f s 2 VA j s F�!A g which is disjoint of f s 2 VA j s L[L�!A g and such thats 2 P () t 2 VA � P for any transition s �!A tA su�cient condition to have h�1(G) deterministic from a term tree G, is toadd the following determinism condition :s a�!A ^ s b�!A ^ a 2 L =) a = band in that case, we say that h is a deterministic rational mapping.



For any graph family F , we denoteDRat�1(F) := f h�1(G) j G 2 F ^ h : L [ F�!Rat((L [ L [ F )�)^ h(F ) � F ^ jDom(h)j <1 ^ h deterministic gthe inverse deterministic rational mappings of graphs in F . So we restrict thehierarchy (Treen) on terms and by using only deterministic rational mappings:Term0 := the set of regular term treesTermn+1 := Unf(DRat�1(Termn)) \ TermTrees n � 0where by commodity with the two next hierarchies, we start to Tree1 restrictedto terms. Recall that the terms over F1 are the in�nite words. Particular in�nitewords having a decidable monadic theory are the in�nite morphic words [CT 00]which are words of the form:�(�!(a)) = �( a u �(u) : : : �n(u) : : : )where � and � are morphisms from A� into itself for some �nite A � F1 witha 2 A and �(a) = au. The decidability of the monadic theory for these in�nitewords is also a consequence that they are terms at level 2 of our hierarchy.Proposition 3.2 Any morphic word is in Term2 .We consider the hierarchy of term families de�ned in [Da 82] whose terms havea decidable monadic theory [CK 02]. This hierarchy is de�ned as follows:Sub0 := the set of regular term treesSubn+1 := Sf [Subste;u(Subn)] j u 2 F+0 ^ u(1) 6= : : : 6= u(juj) ^ e 2 Fjuj+1 gwhere for any �nite term t, Subste;u(t) is the �nite term without e and is ob-tained by evaluating the function e as a �rst order substitution: its �rst argumentis the term on which we apply the substitution and its i+ 1-th argument is theterm which is substituted to u(i) for each 1 � i � juj. Precisely Subste;u(t) isde�ned by induction on the length of any �nite term t as follows:Subste;u(ft1: : :t%(f)) := fSubste;u(t1): : :Subste;u(t%(f)) if f 6= eSubste;u(et0t1: : :tjuj) := Subste;u(t0)[Subste;u(t1)=u(1); : : :; Subste;u(tjuj)=u(juj)]where for any n � 0, t; s1; : : :; sn 2 T (F ), a1 6= : : : 6= an 2 F0, t[s1=a1; : : :; sn=an]is the term obtained by simultaneous replacement in t of ai by si (for 1 � i � n),and is de�ned by induction on the length of t as follows:ft1: : :t%(f)[s1=a1; : : :; sn=an] := f(t1[s1=a1; : : :; sn=an]): : :(t%(f)[s1=a1; : : :; sn=an])if f 62 fa1; : : :; angai[s1=a1; : : :; sn=an] := si for every i 2 [n]Note that the mapping Subste;u : T (F ) �! T (F � feg) is monotone for �
 if
 62 fu(1); : : :; u(juj)g, and we extend by continuity Subste;u to any term treeG 2 TermTrees . Finally we extend by union Subste;u to any set of term trees.Theorem 3.3 Starting from the regular terms, the terms generated by n�rst order substitutions are exactly the terms obtained by applying n inversedeterministic rational mappings each being followed by an unfolding:Subn = Termn for every n � 0 .We consider now the extension of the �rst order substitution to the second ordersubstitution Subste;r1:::rn where e 2 Fn+1 and r1; : : :; rn are elementary termsi.e. of the form f a1 : : : a%(f) with f 2 F and a1 6= : : : 6= a%(f) 2 F0 and



such that r1(1) 6= : : : 6= rn(1). This function Subste;r1:::rn is �rst de�ned byinduction on the length of any �nite term as follows:Subste;r1:::rn(ft1: : :t%(f)) := fSubste;r1:::rn(t1): : :Subste;r1:::rn(t%(f)) if f 6= eand Subste;r1:::rn(et0t1: : :tn):= Subste;r1:::rn(t0)[Subste;r1:::rn(t1)=r1; : : :; Subste;r1:::rn(tn)=rn]where for any n � 0, t; s1; : : :; sn 2 T (F ) and r1; : : :; rn 2 T (F ) elementaryterms with r1(1) 6= : : : 6= rn(1), the term t[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn] is de�ned byft1: : :t%(f)[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn]:= f (t1[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn]) : : : (t%(f)[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn]) if f 62 fr1(1); : : :; rn(1)g:= si [ (t1[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn])=a1 ; : : : ; (t%(f)[s1=r1; : : :; sn=rn])=a%(f) ]if ri = f a1 : : : a%(f)Note that Subste;r1:::rn : T (F ) �! T (F � feg) is monotone for �
 if 
 62Occur(r1) [ : : : [ Occur(rn), and similarly to the �rst order substitution, weextend by continuity the second order substitution Subste;r1:::rn to any termtree. In particular Subste;r1:::rn with r1; : : :; rn 2 F0 corresponds to the �rstorder substitution. Any second order substitution preserves the decidability ofthe monadic theory, and all the terms in Sn Termn are also the terms obtainedfrom the regular terms by iterated applications of second order substitutions.Proposition 3.4 For any second order substitution Subste;r1:::rn and anyq � 0 , G 2 Termq =) Subste;r1:::rn(G) 2 Termq+2 when it is de�ned.We consider the hierarchy of families of terms which are least solutions of high-er order recursive schemes [In 76] [Da 82] and that have a decidable monadictheory when the schemes are safe [KNU 02]. By lack of space, it is not possibleto reintroduce here the notion of a higher order recursive scheme, which is adeterministic grammar between typed terms. The level of a scheme is the max-imum level of the left hand side types. The terms considered in [KNU 02] aregenerated by schemes satisfying a safety condition. A scheme P is safe if for anyrule fa1: : :an �! t there is no subterm s of t with an occurrence ai in s of typelevel strictly less than the type level of s. The schemes of level 1 are safe, andhave been �rst considered in [Ni 75] and called recursive program schemes (seeamong others [Gu 81] and [Co 90]).Theorem 3.5 For every n � 0, the terms generated by the safe schemes oflevel at most n are exactly the terms in Termn i.e. the terms obtained fromthe regular terms by applying n inverse deterministic rational mappings eachbeing followed by an unfolding.
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